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Kanye West Yeezy shoes smash record to sell for $1.8 million (7)
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A pair of Kanye West prototype sneakers / trainers has sold for a world-record $1.8 million USD.   The American rapper's 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples were prototypes for a line developed by West and Mark Smith for Nike and were revealed during West's performance at the 2008 Grammy Awards.   They were sold by auction house, Sotheby's.  Sneaker investing platform RARES bought them in the private sale, they said.   They said in a statement: "The price sets a new milestone for a publicly recorded sneaker sale, shattering the current auction record for sneakers by almost three times, and establishes the Yeezy 1 Prototypes as the most valuable sneakers ever and the first recorded sneaker sale for more than $1 million USD."  Brahm Wachter, Sotheby?s Head of Streetwear & Modern Collectables, said: ?We are thrilled with the result, which has nearly tripled the highest price on record. The sale speaks volumes of Kanye?s legacy as one of the most influential clothing and sneaker designers of our time, and of the Yeezy franchise he has built which has become an industry titan."  Gerome Sapp, CEO & Co-Founder of RARES, commented: ?We are thrilled to work with Sotheby?s on this acquisition. Our goal in purchasing such an iconic shoe - and a piece of history - is to increase accessibility and empower the communities that birthed sneaker culture with the tools to gain financial freedom through RARES."  The Kanye West & Mark Smith designed samples were built in Nike?s lab ? known as the ?Innovation Kitchen? ? at the company?s headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon in 2007. The size 12 shoe is made of soft black leather with perforated detailing throughout the upper, and the heel overlay is branded with a tonal Swoosh. The design features the iconic Yeezy forefoot strap and signature ?Y? medallion lacelocks in bright pink.   Credit Courtesy of Sotheby's / MEGA.  26 Apr 2021  Pictured: Kanye West Nike 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Sotheby's/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A pair of Kanye West prototype sneakers / trainers has sold for a world-record $1.8 million USD.   The American rapper's 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples were prototypes for a line developed by West and Mark Smith for Nike and were revealed during West's performance at the 2008 Grammy Awards.   They were sold by auction house, Sotheby's.  Sneaker investing platform RARES bought them in the private sale, they said.   They said in a statement: "The price sets a new milestone for a publicly recorded sneaker sale, shattering the current auction record for sneakers by almost three times, and establishes the Yeezy 1 Prototypes as the most valuable sneakers ever and the first recorded sneaker sale for more than $1 million USD."  Brahm Wachter, Sotheby?s Head of Streetwear & Modern Collectables, said: ?We are thrilled with the result, which has nearly tripled the highest price on record. The sale speaks volumes of Kanye?s legacy as one of the most influential clothing and sneaker designers of our time, and of the Yeezy franchise he has built which has become an industry titan."  Gerome Sapp, CEO & Co-Founder of RARES, commented: ?We are thrilled to work with Sotheby?s on this acquisition. Our goal in purchasing such an iconic shoe - and a piece of history - is to increase accessibility and empower the communities that birthed sneaker culture with the tools to gain financial freedom through RARES."  The Kanye West & Mark Smith designed samples were built in Nike?s lab ? known as the ?Innovation Kitchen? ? at the company?s headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon in 2007. The size 12 shoe is made of soft black leather with perforated detailing throughout the upper, and the heel overlay is branded with a tonal Swoosh. The design features the iconic Yeezy forefoot strap and signature ?Y? medallion lacelocks in bright pink.   Credit Courtesy of Sotheby's / MEGA.  26 Apr 2021  Pictured: Kanye West Nike 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Sotheby's/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A pair of Kanye West prototype sneakers / trainers has sold for a world-record $1.8 million USD.   The American rapper's 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples were prototypes for a line developed by West and Mark Smith for Nike and were revealed during West's performance at the 2008 Grammy Awards.   They were sold by auction house, Sotheby's.  Sneaker investing platform RARES bought them in the private sale, they said.   They said in a statement: "The price sets a new milestone for a publicly recorded sneaker sale, shattering the current auction record for sneakers by almost three times, and establishes the Yeezy 1 Prototypes as the most valuable sneakers ever and the first recorded sneaker sale for more than $1 million USD."  Brahm Wachter, Sotheby?s Head of Streetwear & Modern Collectables, said: ?We are thrilled with the result, which has nearly tripled the highest price on record. The sale speaks volumes of Kanye?s legacy as one of the most influential clothing and sneaker designers of our time, and of the Yeezy franchise he has built which has become an industry titan."  Gerome Sapp, CEO & Co-Founder of RARES, commented: ?We are thrilled to work with Sotheby?s on this acquisition. Our goal in purchasing such an iconic shoe - and a piece of history - is to increase accessibility and empower the communities that birthed sneaker culture with the tools to gain financial freedom through RARES."  The Kanye West & Mark Smith designed samples were built in Nike?s lab ? known as the ?Innovation Kitchen? ? at the company?s headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon in 2007. The size 12 shoe is made of soft black leather with perforated detailing throughout the upper, and the heel overlay is branded with a tonal Swoosh. The design features the iconic Yeezy forefoot strap and signature ?Y? medallion lacelocks in bright pink.   Credit Courtesy of Sotheby's / MEGA.  26 Apr 2021  Pictured: Kanye West Nike 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Sotheby's/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A pair of Kanye West prototype sneakers / trainers has sold for a world-record $1.8 million USD.   The American rapper's 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples were prototypes for a line developed by West and Mark Smith for Nike and were revealed during West's performance at the 2008 Grammy Awards.   They were sold by auction house, Sotheby's.  Sneaker investing platform RARES bought them in the private sale, they said.   They said in a statement: "The price sets a new milestone for a publicly recorded sneaker sale, shattering the current auction record for sneakers by almost three times, and establishes the Yeezy 1 Prototypes as the most valuable sneakers ever and the first recorded sneaker sale for more than $1 million USD."  Brahm Wachter, Sotheby?s Head of Streetwear & Modern Collectables, said: ?We are thrilled with the result, which has nearly tripled the highest price on record. The sale speaks volumes of Kanye?s legacy as one of the most influential clothing and sneaker designers of our time, and of the Yeezy franchise he has built which has become an industry titan."  Gerome Sapp, CEO & Co-Founder of RARES, commented: ?We are thrilled to work with Sotheby?s on this acquisition. Our goal in purchasing such an iconic shoe - and a piece of history - is to increase accessibility and empower the communities that birthed sneaker culture with the tools to gain financial freedom through RARES."  The Kanye West & Mark Smith designed samples were built in Nike?s lab ? known as the ?Innovation Kitchen? ? at the company?s headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon in 2007. The size 12 shoe is made of soft black leather with perforated detailing throughout the upper, and the heel overlay is branded with a tonal Swoosh. The design features the iconic Yeezy forefoot strap and signature ?Y? medallion lacelocks in bright pink.   Credit Courtesy of Sotheby's / MEGA.  26 Apr 2021  Pictured: Kanye West Nike 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Sotheby's/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A pair of Kanye West prototype sneakers / trainers has sold for a world-record $1.8 million USD.   The American rapper's 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples were prototypes for a line developed by West and Mark Smith for Nike and were revealed during West's performance at the 2008 Grammy Awards.   They were sold by auction house, Sotheby's.  Sneaker investing platform RARES bought them in the private sale, they said.   They said in a statement: "The price sets a new milestone for a publicly recorded sneaker sale, shattering the current auction record for sneakers by almost three times, and establishes the Yeezy 1 Prototypes as the most valuable sneakers ever and the first recorded sneaker sale for more than $1 million USD."  Brahm Wachter, Sotheby?s Head of Streetwear & Modern Collectables, said: ?We are thrilled with the result, which has nearly tripled the highest price on record. The sale speaks volumes of Kanye?s legacy as one of the most influential clothing and sneaker designers of our time, and of the Yeezy franchise he has built which has become an industry titan."  Gerome Sapp, CEO & Co-Founder of RARES, commented: ?We are thrilled to work with Sotheby?s on this acquisition. Our goal in purchasing such an iconic shoe - and a piece of history - is to increase accessibility and empower the communities that birthed sneaker culture with the tools to gain financial freedom through RARES."  The Kanye West & Mark Smith designed samples were built in Nike?s lab ? known as the ?Innovation Kitchen? ? at the company?s headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon in 2007. The size 12 shoe is made of soft black leather with perforated detailing throughout the upper, and the heel overlay is branded with a tonal Swoosh. The design features the iconic Yeezy forefoot strap and signature ?Y? medallion lacelocks in bright pink.   Credit Courtesy of Sotheby's / MEGA.  26 Apr 2021  Pictured: Kanye West Nike 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Sotheby's/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A pair of Kanye West prototype sneakers / trainers has sold for a world-record $1.8 million USD.   The American rapper's 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples were prototypes for a line developed by West and Mark Smith for Nike and were revealed during West's performance at the 2008 Grammy Awards.   They were sold by auction house, Sotheby's.  Sneaker investing platform RARES bought them in the private sale, they said.   They said in a statement: "The price sets a new milestone for a publicly recorded sneaker sale, shattering the current auction record for sneakers by almost three times, and establishes the Yeezy 1 Prototypes as the most valuable sneakers ever and the first recorded sneaker sale for more than $1 million USD."  Brahm Wachter, Sotheby?s Head of Streetwear & Modern Collectables, said: ?We are thrilled with the result, which has nearly tripled the highest price on record. The sale speaks volumes of Kanye?s legacy as one of the most influential clothing and sneaker designers of our time, and of the Yeezy franchise he has built which has become an industry titan."  Gerome Sapp, CEO & Co-Founder of RARES, commented: ?We are thrilled to work with Sotheby?s on this acquisition. Our goal in purchasing such an iconic shoe - and a piece of history - is to increase accessibility and empower the communities that birthed sneaker culture with the tools to gain financial freedom through RARES."  The Kanye West & Mark Smith designed samples were built in Nike?s lab ? known as the ?Innovation Kitchen? ? at the company?s headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon in 2007. The size 12 shoe is made of soft black leather with perforated detailing throughout the upper, and the heel overlay is branded with a tonal Swoosh. The design features the iconic Yeezy forefoot strap and signature ?Y? medallion lacelocks in bright pink.   Credit Courtesy of Sotheby's / MEGA.  26 Apr 2021  Pictured: Kanye West Nike 2008 'Grammy Worn' Nike Air Yeezy samples.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Sotheby's/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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